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Salaam to all brothers/sisters,

Gender:

here we shall clearly witness absolutely Magnificent Scientific/Mathematic
that our One and Only LORD
due to

Signs

ALLAH has created, from the very beginning,

HIS most essential Word and Promise,

in this respect, here:
=========================
49 Certainly,

We have created all things (=kulla shayin)

(=i.e. thus also and especially, our planet "Earth" from the very beginning,
in this most specific respect here = 79/30)
based upon a PreciseMEASURE

(=biQadarin)

(which is essentially "19" coded, from the very beginning, here =74/2630)

We will show them Our Signs (=Ayatina)
(which are specifically "19" coded again here =74/2630, 31)
53 So,

in the horizons (=i.e. thus also and especially, on our planet "Earth" (=51/20), from the very beginning,
in this most specific respect now again here = 79/30)
and also within their selves/souls,
until it becomes perfectly clear to them that this is absolutely The
Is it not Enough that your

Truth.

LORD is Witness over all things.

QURAN TESTAMENT 54/49 = 41/53
=========================
So now, let us clearly see here
this most Essential and exclusive Chapter/Verse No. (=79/30)
in the QURAN

TESTAMENT, in this most specific respect, above,

first of all, now here thus:

first of all, now here thus:
==========
30 And the Earth (=alArd), thereafter,

HE madeitEggshaped (=dahahaa).

QURAN TESTAMENT,
Chapter No. 79, Verse No.
==========

30

*The word (=dahahaa) above is derived from (=Dahyah) which means "Ostrich Egg" in Arabic.
But there are also some objections to this claim, which say:
It was not used very widely in this meaning (="Ostrich Egg")
because it was always used primarily as:
=the very "action of an "Ostrich" to prepare the place (=i.e. make it wide, expand it, etc.)
before it would lay its eggs" therein,
or/and
=that very "place where an "Ostrich" would lay its eggs" therein,
but then finally, in some Arabic dialects also as
=those very "Eggs of an Ostrich" therein,
throughout the history and now.
So, first of all, we should absolutely see here the Fact that
an "Ostrich Egg" clearly and unmistakably resembles the shape of our planet "Earth,"
which essentially is "oblate spheroid" (=i.e. flattened at the poles, bulging at the equator)
============================
*so, we should clearly see an "Ostrich Egg" here, first of all, now:
https://pixabay.com/en/ostricheggshelleggostrichbuff284699/
============================
So if our LORD

ALLAH actually used this word

truly and clearly in this meaning (="Ostrich Egg")
thus to let us absolutely know that our planet "Earth" is definitely Not flat
but essentially round/spherical
(=i.e. oblate/spheroid = flattened at the poles, bulging at the equator)
essentially like an "Ostrich Egg,"

HE shall absolutely give us Signs (=Ayatina)
(which are specifically "19" coded here =74/2630, 31)
to clearly and unmistakably demonstrate the Fact that

HE has actually used this specific word (=dahahaa) above
truly and clearly and unmistakably in this meaning (=madeitEggshaped)
therein above,
as

HE has clearly promised it to all Humanity above (54/49 = 41/53),

from the very Beginning.

vvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvv
So here are the Absolutely Most Essential Parameters
with regard to such a basically round/spherical
(=i.e. oblate/spheroid = flattened at the poles, bulging at the equator) Object as our planet "Earth",
now here:

http://geography.about.com/od/learnabouttheearth/a/earthfacts.htm

= Polar Diameter of "the Earth":

12713. 59 km
*so we will take it into account perfectly as a "round number" here,
rightfully, as:

12714 km

= Equatorial Diameter of "the Earth":

12756. 27 km

*so we will take it into account perfectly as a "round number" here again,
rightfully, as:

12756 km

***

= Polar Circumference of "the Earth":

40007. 86 km
*so we will take it into account perfectly as a "round number" here,
rightfully, as:

40008 km

= Equatorial Circumference of "the Earth":

40075. 16 km

*so we will take it into account perfectly as a "round number" here again,
rightfully, as:

40075 km

vvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvv

So now, here is that most Essential and exclusive Chapter/Verse No. (=79/30) above,
in which
that specific shape (=i.e. closely resembles an "Ostrich Egg")
(=i.e. essentially oblate/spheroid = flattened at the poles, bulging at the equator)
of our planet "Earth"
has thus most Wisely and perfectly been Indicated by our Supreme
above (="79

LORD therein

30")

now here, together with those Absolutely Most Essential Parameters:

= Polar "Diameter" & = Equatorial "Diameter"
= Polar "Circumference" & = Equatorial "Circumference"
of our planet "Earth" above,

in such a "Most

AWESOME" & "Most WONDROUS" perfect Manner,

now here thus:
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____________________________________________________________
*First of all, let us clearly see here
this most Essential and exclusive "Chapter/Verse" No.

(=79/30),

in the QURAN TESTAMENT, in this most specific respect, above,
now here again, openly and clearly, thus:

79 / Verse No. 30

Chapter No.

V
wa alArda bada dhalika

ﺩﺡﻩﺍ

ﺫﻝﻙ

ﺏﻉﺩ

And the Earth thereafter

HE

has

"dahahaa. "

ﻭﺍﻝﺍﺭﺽ
"madeitEggshaped. "

total Number of (Arabic) "Letters" above:

16

=

in total
total Gematrical Value of those "Letters" above:

1882

=

in total

_________________________________________________________________
*And we can clearly see all "Gematrical Values" of each and every (Arabic) Letter
here: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Abjad_numerals#Letter_values

_________________________________________________________________
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All Praise

All Praise

is to

is to

ALLAH ALLAH
And the Earth, thereafter,

HE has "madeitEggshaped. "
=wa alArda bada dhalika "dahahaa. "

VVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVV

Chapter

Verse

"Earth"
equatorial diameter

"Earth"
polar diameter

12756

12714

79 0030

km

km
or/and

equatorial diameter

polar diameter

12756

12714

km

16 1882

km

19

x...

=

Letters G.Value

=

19

============
And then
============

Chapter

Verse

79 0030

"Earth"
polar circumference

"Earth"
equatorial circumference

40008

40075

km

km

x...

or/and

polar circumference

equatorial circumference

40008

40075

km

16 1882

km

19

x...

=

Letters G.Value

=

19

x...

_________________________________________________________________________________
*Please, certainly note that
we have thus taken into account:
Chapter Verse

Letters G.Value

79 0030

16 1882

rightfully, always with/in such a perfectly parallel/equal number of digits
for/in all of those Cases above.
And in this regard again,
please, certainly also note that due to the Fact that
we always take into account essentially two “circumferences” (=i.e. polar & equatorial) above,

79 0030),

so it is perfectly meaningful to place these two “extra zeros” here (=

again, also in this most specific respect above.
_________________________________________________________________________________
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So now, let us clearly find here:

Gender:

equatorial diameter

12756

+
+

polar diameter / 2 =

12714

/2 =

average diameter

12735

km

equatorial circumference

+

40075

+

polar circumference / 2 =

40008

average circumference

40041.5

/2 =

=

40042

km

So here they are,
in this absolutely "Most
now here thus:

AWESOME" & "Most WONDROUS"

All Praise

perfect Manner, again,

All Praise

is to

is to

ALLAH ALLAH
And the Earth, thereafter,

HE has "madeitEggshaped. "
=wa alArda bada dhalika "dahahaa. "

VVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVV

Chapter

Verse

"Earth"
average diameter

"Earth"
average circumference

12735

40042

79 0030

km

km
or/and

average diameter

average circumference

12735

40042

km

16 1882

km

19

x...

=

=

And thereafter, let us also clearly find here now:
equatorial diameter

12756

+
+

polar diameter / 4 =

12714

/4 =

average semidiameter

6367.5

Letters G.Value

=

6368

km

19

x...

equatorial circumference

+

40075

+

polar circumference / 4 =

40008

/4 =

average semicircumference

20020.8

=

20021

km

So here they are,
in this absolutely "Most
now here thus:

AWESOME" & "Most WONDROUS"

perfect Manner, again,

And the Earth, thereafter,

HE has "madeitEggshaped. "
=wa alArda bada dhalika "dahahaa. "

VVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVV

Chapter

"Earth"
average semicircumference

Verse

79 0030

"Earth"
average semidiameter

20021

6367

km

km
or/and

average semicircumference

average semidiameter

20020

6368

km

16 1882

km

19

x...

=

=

19

______________________________________________________________
*Please, certainly note that
we should thus rightfully make it a "round number" (to the next digit therein)
absolutely and only one of them here,
for/in those two instances of this first Case above:

12735

km

&

40042

km

<

40041.5

12735

km

&

40042

km

<

40041.5

so thereafter, we have thus rightfully chosen to make it a "round number" (to the next digit therein)
essentially and only one of them here, again,
for/in each of these two instances of this second Case above:
either

20020.8

>

20021

km

&
or

6367

Letters G.Value

km

x...

20020

km

&

6368

km

<

6367.5

in such a perfectly parallel and absolutely Complementary manner,
also in this most specific respect above,
and in such a wonderfully precise & perfect Orders, for/in all of those Cases above,
those very "first and second Cases"
and then
those very last "third and fourth Cases," above,
from the very beginning, above.
______________________________________________________________
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by all of these absolutely Most Superb and matchless
perfect "Creation Designs" of our

Supreme LORD

(=4/166170)

here again (72/28 = 78/29), from the very beginning!
V
V
V
V
=========================
28 ... for HE has encompassed all that is with them,
and

HE has preciselycomputed/counted (=ahsaa) all things (=kulla shayin)

(=i.e. thus also and especially,
those most specific equatorial & polar diameters and circumferences of our planet Earth above,
from the very beginning)
as/in "Numbers" (="Adadan")!

VVV

29 For We have preciselycomputed/counted (=ahsaynahu) all things (=kulla shayin)
(=i.e. thus also and especially,
this most Essential and exclusive "Chapter  Verse" No. above (="79
in which

30")

these most specific equatorial & polar diameters and circumferences of our planet Earth
have thus most Wisely and perfectly been Indicated by our LORD
from the very Beginning, therein above (="79

ALLAH,

30")

as/in a "SCRIPTURE" (="KITABAN")!
(specifically, based upon
here:

Number "19" again,

from the very beginning,

41/53 = 51/20 = "79/30" = 74/2630, 31)

QURAN TESTAMENT

72/28 = 78/29

=========================

=========================
30 And the Earth, thereafter,

HE has madeitEggshaped

(as we have clearly and unmistakably witnessed it above, in this Final Age now.)
31 And

HE has (also) brought forth for it itswater and itspasture.

32 And the mountains,

HE has firmlyestablished them.

33 (All this to be) a Provision for you and for your animals.
34 But (then) when the "Great Blow" comes,
35 On that day, (each and every) Human will remember what he/she has striven for (in this World).
36 And the BlazingFire will be made appear for (all) who can see.
37 As for the one who transgressed,
38 and preferred this worldly life especially, by never hearkening or/and utterly rejecting the left side of
those "19" coded Tables above now, (=29/47)
39 then certainly, the BlazingFire, it will be the abode. (=here in this case now: 22/72 & 85/410)
40 As for the one who feared the Station of his/her LORD,
and prohibited the selfsoul from lust especially, by always hearkening or/and wholeheartedly supporting the right side of
those "19" coded Tables above now, (=29/49)
41 then certainly, the Paradise, it will be the abode. (=here in this case now: 32/1517 & 25/6376)
42 They are asking you about the "Hour" (=a most specific reference also and especially
to the "Hour" of this anticipated

SMOKE

=44/1011 and those dreadful Heavenly

here in this Case =44/1016 in this Final Age now) "When is its appointedtime?"
43 But what is (there with) you (now here) with regard to itsannouncement (=7/187)?

Requitals thereafter,

44 To your LORD is itsultimateDecision/Term/Fulfillment.
45 You are but a Warner to (those) who may takeheed thereof.
46 (Because) on the Day when they see it,
it will be as if they had not lived (in this World) but an evening or its morning.

QURAN TESTAMENT 79/3046
=========================
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====================
24 And he (=i.e. a disbelieving or/and a skeptic Person) said:
This (QURAN) is nothing except an ancient Magic.
25 This is nothing except a (fabricated) Saying of a humanbeing.
26 (

ALLAH said): So (now) I will get him into Uprooter

(thereby thus to absolutely prove to him and to the whole World that

QURAN is definitely Not a manmade Message,
as that disbelieving or/and a skeptic Person erroneously claimed, in the first place, above,
but it is absolutely most Superb and matchless

Word of ALLAH here =17/88).

27 So what made you know what an Uprooter.
28 It does not letlast (but eliminates those minor fractions (=e.g.
here in this respect now from/on the left side of our Tables above

12713. 6

and It does not letstay (but excludes those minor fractions again (=e.g.
here in this respect now from/on the right side of our Tables above

&

12756. 2)

12713. 6

29 (Thereupon, it presents) Tables
(based upon these perfect integers, rightfully, here (=e.g.
due to/within those most Magnificent and fundamental

12714

&

12756)

first & second Cases

above:

Chapter

Verse

"Earth"
equatorial diameter

"Earth"
polar diameter

&

12756. 2)

^

^

km

km
or/and

equatorial diameter

polar diameter

km

km

Letters G.Value

^

^

&
Chapter

Verse

^

^

"Earth"
polar circumference

"Earth"
equatorial circumference

km

km
or/and

polar circumference

equatorial circumference

km

km

and then, also due to/within those most Magnificent and essential

Letters G.Value

^

^

third & fourth Cases

above:

Chapter

Verse

^

^

"Earth"
average diameter

"Earth"
average circumference

km

km
or/and

average diameter

average circumference

km

km

Letters G.Value

^

^

&
Chapter

Verse

^

^

"Earth"
average semicircumference

"Earth"
average semidiameter

km

km
or/and

average semicircumference
km

due to/on all of those "left sides"
30 Upon it (there shall be)
31 And
and

&

average semidiameter
km

Letters G.Value

^

^

due to/on all of those "right sides" therein above) for all humanity.

"19"!

We have made the guardians of the Fire to be Angels;

We did not make their number (=that "19" above) except as a Test for those who have rejected,

so that those who were given the Scripture (=Jews, and Christians, and Arabs) shall attainCertainty,

and those who have Faith (in/among all Peoples, worldwide, now) shall deeplyincrease (in) Faith,
and so that those who were given the Scripture (=Jews, and Christians, and Arabs)
and the Faithful (in/among all Peoples, worldwide, now) shall never have any doubt,
and so that those who have a sickness in their hearts and the rejecters shall (still) say:
"What is it that

ALLAH has (really) meant by this "Allegory" (cited above,

within those most specific 2430th Verses above.)

ALLAH sends astray whoever wishes (to go astray) especially, due to/on the left side

Thus,

of those "19" coded Tables above now, (=29/47)
and

HE guides whoever wishes (to go guided) especially, due to/on the right side

of those "19" coded Tables above now. (=29/49)
And none know the Forces of your LORD except

HIM;

and "It" (=i.e. that "Uprooter" again, as clearly pointed out
in the above 2630th Verses) is but a "Commemoration" (="Dhikra") for all humanity.
*****
54 Indeed, it is (also) a "Commemorative" (="TaDhkirah") above.
55 So whoever wishes will "takeCommemoration" therefrom (="Dhakarahu")
(as clearly pointed out at the very end of Verse No. 31 above.)
56 But none will "takeCommemoration" (="yaDhkuruna") except if
(when/if HE finds deep Love and Sincerity and true Inclination towards

ALLAH wills

HIM

in the hearts and minds and souls of HIS Servants here, in the first place =13/2728).
(For)

HE (Alone) is

especially, due to their such sincere Belief and RighteousDeeds

due to/on the left side of those

"19" coded Tables above now: 29/47 = 32/1517)

The

Source

of

Salvation,

of

Forgiveness!

and especially, due to their such sincere Belief and RighteousDeeds
due to/on the right side of those

"19" coded Tables above now: 29/49 = 32/1517)

(=QURAN

The

Source

TESTAMENT 74/2430, 31, ..... 5456)

====================

Remain in peace/salaam.
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